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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. The Poison Belt was the second story, a novella, that
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle wrote about Professor Challenger. Written in 1913, roughly a year before the
outbreak of World War I, much of it takes place--rather oddly, given that it follows The Lost World, a
story set in the jungle--in a room in Challenger s house. This would be the last story written about
Challenger until the 1920s, by which time Doyle s spiritualist beliefs had begun to affect his writing.
We are delighted to publish this classic book as part of our extensive Classic Library collection. Many
of the books in our collection have been out of print for decades, and therefore have not been
accessible to the general public. The aim of our publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to
this vast reservoir of literature, and our view is that this is a significant literary work, which deserves
to be brought back into print after many decades. The contents of the vast majority of titles in the
Classic Library have been scanned from the original works. To...
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Reviews
It is really an remarkable ebook that I actually have ever study. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will not truly feel monotony at
whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you check with me).
-- Mr . Nor va l Reilly V
The ebook is simple in go through better to fully grasp. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading through period. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Alexa nder Ja cobi
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